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Descriptive Summary

Provenance: Gift from Mr. Jack Weis
Title: Director’s Script, motion picture “French Quarter”
Dates: 1978
Abstract: Director’s Script, Motion Picture "French Quarter". 21 folders. Annotated script for movie re prostitution in French Quarter, circa 1920.
Extent: 21 folders
Accession: 1978.16.7

Biographical / Historical Note

Chronicles the life of a young New Orleans prostitute and her co-workers.
Directed by Dennis Kane, starring Virginia Mayo, Bruce Davison, and Alisha Fontaine from 1978.
Taglines:
She came to New Orleans to find her Future-- And discovered her Past!

Scope and Content

Director's Script, Motion Picture "French Quarter". 21 folders. Annotated script for movie re prostitution in French Quarter, circa 1920.
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Access of Use Restrictions

Access
Collection is open for research

Related or Separated Materials

1978.016.7. Director's Script, Motion Picture "French Quarter". 21 folders. Annotated script for movie re prostitution in French Quarter, circa 1920.

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0076055/
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Acquisition Information

This collection was a gift from Mr. Jack Weis

Notes

Contents List

Folder 1: Script p1-24
Folder 2: Script p 25
Folder 3: Script notes (w/o page id)
Folder 4: Script (w/o p. numbers)
Folder 5: Script (w/o p. numbers)
Folder 6: Script pp. 26, 27
Folder 7: Script p 28
Folder 8: Script pp. 29-31
Folder 9: Script pp. 32, 33
Folder 10: Script p. 35
Folder 11: Script p. 39
Folder 12: Script p. 36
Folder 13: Script pp. 40 – 44
Folder 14: Script p 45
Folder 15: Script pp. 46 -52
Folder 16: Script p. 53
Folder 17: Script pp. 55-79
Folder 18: Script pp. 80 – 83
Folder 19: Script pp. 85 – 110
Folder 20: Script handwritten